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Orbus “Building Communities For The Future”
Orbus programs involve local businesses and professionals that are clearly committed
to local, regional, national and global communities. They participate by supporting nonprofit and charitable programs that fit Orbus philosophy. They know that businesses
gain from giving back to their communities. We believe we can make a better future for
our communities by acting together. These community minded businesses have
organized into Orbus Business Networks Chapters to work to better their communities,
to give back and to help grow their own businesses at the same time - a win/win scenario
for all.
Making the future better is a tall order, but we have to start somewhere and for us that
means working at all levels, but recognizing that we will contribute as our financial and
human resources allow. To make it work we administer it for all of you, and provide
the systems to help make you and your local Orbus chapters succeed in bettering your
community.
On a regional, national and global basis, more can be done in a unified basis. That is
part of the Orbus initiative. There are so many needs and good causes in the world and
we work to support certain areas under this initiative.
Guidelines are determined by Orbus each year, but the areas we support are for
local communities, children, youth, education, amateur sports, arts & culture and
elders. “Children” (youth) are our future and our elder needs sometimes become
marginalized. In both we work to build “great citizenship” and support our
communities by doing so. As with the knowledge of our elders we also believe in life
long learning, as that is how we stay in tune with the world around us and stay
young in our hearts.

In all of this we realize it is “one step at a time” but, as responsible citizens we are
“doing” something that will, no matter how small a part it may play, it will help build
communities for the future. Orbus Members, simply put, are people doing their part to
better the world community and the community around us.
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